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Introduction 

This training workshop was designed to allow specialists in the field of ICT regulation, from Arab 

and African regions to learn about the global trends towards quad-play service offerings (i.e. fixed 

voice, mobile voice, internet access and TV sold as a single bundle).  The workshop aimed to 

demonstrate how quad-play cost of service delivery and can result in lower retail prices.  However 

it also poses regulatory challenges in establishing proper cost-based pricing and avoiding anti-

competitive practices such as margin squeeze and predatory pricing. 

The training workshop was organized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and 

hosted by the National Institute of Post and Telecommunications (INPT) in Rabat, Morocco (9-12 

July 2018).  

The training workshop was moderated by Mr Mustafa Al Mahdi, Programme Administrator, ITU 

Arab Regional Office and Prof Mustapha Benjallali, a Senior Member of the of Institute of Electronic 

and Electrical Engineering (IEEE).   The workshop was facilitated by Mr David Rogerson, ITU Expert 

and Director at Incyte Consulting, supported by Mr Jorge Martinez Morando, Partner at Axon 

Consulting.  

The report provides a summary of the event, the documentation, an overview of the attendees, 

observations/key findings from the discussions, and opportunities for future work and training 

workshops.  

Documentation 

The training workshop was largely paperless.  Material for the presentations and practical exercises 

were uploaded on the training website and updated during the workshop so that participants could 

check on the workings and answers for each of the exercises after they had been completed.  Some 

additional briefing papers were provided during the workshop to simulate instructions for 

negotiators from their Board of Directors to assist in the practical exercises. Relevant 

documentation, including agenda, presentations, list of participants and final report are made 

available at the training workshop website (Click here).   

The documentation was provided in English and the presentations were largely given in English, but 

simultaneous translation into French was provided during the training.   

 

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Regional-Presence/ArabStates/Pages/Events/2018/CPNGA/CPNGA.aspx
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Participation  

The training workshop was attended by more than 50 participants representing 20 Member States 

from the Arab and African regions, including Palestine (based on resolution 99) and private sector 

entities and other national organizations, and members of Academia.  
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Summary of the Training workshop 

Opening of the training workshop 

The workshop was officially opened by Prof. Abdelfattah Charif Chefchaouni, Director of Institut 

National des Postes et Télécommunications (INPT) of Morocco, Mr Idrissi Melayni, representative 

of Agence Nationale de Réglementation et Télécommunications (ANRT) of Morocco, welcoming 

participants to Morocco and highlighting the importance of costs and prices in effective regulation.  

Eng Mustafa Al Mahdi presented the welcome remarks on behalf of ITU.  

Further introductory remarks and announcement were made by Prof Mustapha Benjallali before 

the official group photo was taken.  

Presentation Sessions 

The majority of the workshop was dedicated to practical exercises using the ITU’s training cost 

models (see below) but a number of presentation-based teaching sessions were included.  Eng 

Mustafa Al Mahdi and Mr David Rogerson presented on the regulatory and commercial challenges 

related to digital convergence and the emergence of quad play services.  Mr Jorge Martinez 

Morando gave a presentation detailing the different approaches to cost estimation and identifying 

the appropriate applications for each of them.  Mr Rogerson and Mr Morando also provided details 

of the regulatory challenges associated with migration from traditional circuit switched networks to 

new networks based on the Internet Protocol – IP networks, or Next Generation Networks. 

Among other issues covered during the training, the following topics were discussed:  

 Provided an overview of the trends in the telecommunication and broadcasting industry in 

an online-converged environment, the underlying technology, business and regulatory 

issues. 

 Examined the circumstances under which regulators seek to determine cost-based prices 

for services in telecommunications/ICT markets and the basis on which they do so.  

 Provided a high-level overview of the various approaches that may be applied to costing 

for telecommunications/ICTs services pricing including cost standard (Fully Distributed 

Cost (FDC), Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC), LRIC+, marginal costs, etc.) as well as other 

relevant methodological decisions (e.g. reference operator, annualisation method, etc.). 

 The participants are distributed into working teams and 6 practical different exercises on 

Quadplay costing. These practical’s covered Next Generation Access, Next Generation 

Networks and Mobile Networks were organized.   

 A hypothetical but realistic scenario in which an OTT service provider seeks access to an 

incumbent broadband access network was shared.   

 Negotiations on case studies are conducted and decisions reached 
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 Illustrated the main current and emerging issues involved in establishing interconnection 

charges for NGN through a review of international and regional experiences and practices.  

 Practical negotiations are conducted and presentations made from the OTT operators 

teams to the regulator teams seeking regulatory approval and/or mediation on an OTT 

service provider seeks to negotiate a quad-play offer with non-dominant fixed and mobile 

operators. 

 Organized a round table and open forum sessions in which the participants addressed 

questions to the trainers about issues being faced in their countries with respect to the 

regulation of quadplay services and the costs and prices of infrastructure access 

 Hypothetical cases used in previous exercises are integrated into a final quad-play 

business case.  Participants developed their own business cases for different fixed and 

mobile operators and then presented as lessons are learned. 

 Last session integrated the findings of the various cost models, determined the 

profitability of quad-play, and considered the implications for quad-play strategy and 

regulation. 

 A quiz tests have been carried out on the three cost model of NGA, NGN and Mobile 

Networks. 

 Participants have received attendance of certificates distributed by INPT.  

Practical Exercises 

Mr David Rogerson involved the participants in a detailed case study set in the fictitious but realistic 

country of Normalia.   Over several sessions participants took on the role of an incumbent operator 

(“Telecom”), a new entrant fixed network operator (“Newtel”), a second mobile network operator 

(“Normcell”) and a prospective provider of IPTV services (“Cloud”).  The groups engaged in 

negotiations and regulatory presentations with respect to various possible commercial deals, using 

cost models to demonstrate whether the proposed prices for quad-play services covered the costs 

of fixed network access, mobile network access and IP core networks.  They also considered the 

impact of international internet connectivity and developed an overall business case to present to 

their company Boards.  

Observations/ Key Findings /Feedback: 

The workshop was well-received and participants contributed effectively both through the practical 

exercises and asking relevant questions to the workshop leaders.  Comments made during the 

workshop indicated that the hands-on style of training was much appreciated, and the practical 

exercises had brought the topic to life in a way that lecture-based learning does not.  Some 

participants would have appreciated more time to understand the workings of the cost models in 

more detail, rather than just manipulating the inputs and assumptions during the case study.  
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However others, especially with a less numerical or analytical background, felt that there was 

already more Excel-based work than they were comfortable with!    

There were some challenges created by the layout of the room initially provided for the event.  We 

then moved to a room with tables that allowed groups to work together on their laptops and tablets, 

and sufficient space for presentations and translation facilities. 

Participants were satisfied from the content of the training, the mode of delivery and facilities made 

by the host “INPT” and requested the training to be replicated in 5-7 days training using practical 

and real case as simulated in the training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


